
Complexity classesde�ned by counting quanti�ers*Jacobo Tor�anDept. L.S.I.Universidad Politecnica de Catalu~naPau Gargallo 508028 Barcelona, SpainAbstract:We study the polynomial time counting hierarchy, a hierarchy of complexity classes relatedto the notion of counting. We investigate some of their structural properties, settling manyopen questions dealing with oracle characterizations, closure under boolean operations,and relations with other complexity classes. We develop a new combinatorial techniqueto obtain relativized separations for some of the studied classes, which imply absoluteseparations for some logarithmic time bounded complexity classes.1. Introduction.One of the main goals of complexity theory is the classi�cation of computationalproblems in complexity classes according to the amount of resources these problems need.Probably the best known complexity classes are P and NP since both of them capture thecomplexity of many natural problems, and also because the long standing open questionP ?= NP has motivated most of the research in the area. The similarities in the de�nitions ofthe class NP and the recursion-theoretic class of the recursively enumerable sets (both canbe characterized by an existential quanti�er) provoked the \translation" of other recursion-theoretic notions into the �eld of complexity theory, and the analogous concept to thearithmetic hierarchy, the polynomial time hierarchy [St,77] was de�ned. The idea is anatural generalization of the class NP, and provided a good tool to classify more complexproblems. It was taken also by many researchers as a frame for the study of structuralcomplexity theory and the idea behind the hierarchy, the alternation of existential anduniversal quanti�ers [Ch,Ko,St,81] inuenced very much the work in the area.Nevertheless there are many natural computational problems whose complexity can-not be modelized in terms of existential or universal quanti�ers; on the other hand this* This article is part of the Ph.D. Thesis of the author. Some of its results have beenpresented at the international conferences STRUCT'88 and ICALP'89.1



complexity is captured by other complexity classes, more adapted to the idea of counting.Following this motivation, Simon de�nes in [Sim,75] the class of threshold languages.A language L is in this class if there is a polynomial time Turing machineM such that forevery input x, M has at least k accepting computation paths if and only if x is in L, wherek is a �xed constant or fraction. This class is placed between NP and PSPACE and it isclosely related to Valiant's class #P of functions that count the number of accepting pathsin a nondeterministic Turing machine [Va,79]. It contains natural complete problems; atypical problem in this class is# SAT = f(F; k) j F is a boolean formula with at least k satisfying assignmentsgSimon also shows that the class of threshold languages is the same as the class PP,of languages accepted by polynomial time probabilistic Turing machines [Gi,77]. Thelanguages in this class are those recognized by polynomial time bounded Turing machineswhich accept an input if and only if more than half of the computation paths accept.In order to characterize the complexity of some languages called \games against na-ture", Papadimitriou [Pa,83] generalizes the idea of probabilistic machine and obtains theclass PPSPACE of languages accepted by polynomial time bounded Turing machines whichalternate between nondeterministic and probabilistic con�gurations. The class PPSPACEturns out to be equal to PSPACE. Papadimitriou shows that in the same way as a languageL in PSPACE can be characterized by an alternating string of existential and universalquanti�ers followed by a polynomial time predicate, they can also be formulated by alter-nating the existential quanti�er and R, a probabilistic (or random) quanti�er:x 2 L() 9px1Rpx29pxx : : : P (x1; x2; : : : ; xn)where Rp(n)x1P (x1) means that there exist more than half of the strings of length p(n)satisfying the predicate P .One step further is taken by Wagner [Wa,86] when he de�nes the counting hierarchy(CH) in a similar way as the polynomial time hierarchy (PH), trying to classify the com-plexity of certain combinatorial problems in which counting is involved. Instead of usingthe probabilistic quanti�er R, Wagner introduces the quanti�er C inspired in the idea ofthreshold machines. As we will see more formally, Cp(n)f(x) y P (y) means that there are atleast f(x) strings y of length p(n) satisfying predicate P . This quanti�er is equivalent tothe probabilistic one, R, in the same way that the probabilistic machines recognize thesame languages as the threshold machines. The hierarchy arises in a natural way combin-ing the counting quanti�er not only with the existential quanti�er, as in [Pa,83], but alsowith the universal one. The counting hierarchy turns out to be a very useful tool to expressthe complexity of many natural problems. It contains the polynomial time hierarchy andis included in PSPACE. Wagner shows that every level of CH has complete problems andproves some other results about the hierarchy.As we have already mentioned, many concepts in complexity theory are direct \trans-lations" of the same concepts in the recursive function theory to the polynomial time case(ideas like reduction, polynomial time hierarchy, oracles, etc. are taken from the sameideas in the theory of recursive functions). It is interesting to observe that the polynomialcounting quanti�er is particular to complexity theory, since the analogous concept in re-2



cursive function theory, the unbounded counting quanti�er, is equivalent to an unboundedexistential quanti�er. In our opinion, the lack of a parallel concept in recursion theory hasdetermined the late appearence of the concept in complexity theory.As we have said, the counting hierarchy has great importance for the classi�cation ofa variety of computation problems. Nevertheless its structural properties have never beenstudied in depth, and it was assumed to behave in a similar way as other better knownhierarchies, like the polynomial time hierarchy. This has been shown to be true only toa certain extent. In this work we try to complete this knowledge, investigating di�erentaspects of CH, and solving some open problems related to the hierarchy.The article is divided into di�erent sections. After introducing notation and prelim-inaries in sections 3 and 4 we basically continue the work started by Wagner when hede�ned the polynomial counting hierarchy. We study the boolean properties of the classesin CH, showing that a class is closed under union and intersection if the �rst quanti�erde�ning it is either 9 or 8, and closed under complement and symmetric di�erence if itis the C quanti�er. Classes whose characterization starts by a C quanti�er do not seemto be closed under union and intersection, and this fact makes that the classes in CHbehave in a very di�erent way than the classes in PH. We also study the \unboundedcartesian product" operation which can be considered as a certain kind of unbounded in-tersection, showing that the classes closed under unbounded cartesian product coincidewith the classes closed under intersection, and also that the closure under this operationof a class whose characterization starts with quanti�er C implies certain collapse resultin CH. Using these results we are able to characterize the counting hierarchy in terms ofnondeterministic and probabilistic machines with access to oracles. This characterizationwas only known for the classes of type �pk, (oracle characterization of the PH) and C�pk,[Wa,86]. Our result completes the characterization for every class.Section 5 is motivated by the problem of whether the classes studied can be separated.We introduce a new combinatiorial method to obtain relativized separations of the count-ing classes de�ned in the previous sections. Although counting classes have been separatedfrom the polynomial time hierarchy before, [An,80], [Ya,85], [H�a,86], to our knowledge thisis the �rst time that counting classes have been separated from other counting classes. Thetechnique used to obtain our results is new since the methods from previous relativizationsdo not seem to work for counting complexity classes. The idea is to diagonalize gatheringthe number of accepting computation paths of the oracle Turing machines in combinatorialformulas in which the oracle is a variable, and then argue over the formulas using combina-torial techniques and the fact that our machines are polynomial time bounded. We presentthree relativizations separating NP from C= (exact counting), NP from �P and �P fromPP. As a consequence we obtain relativizations in which the three classes NP, �P, and C=are incomparable, �P and PP are incomparable, and NP and C= are strictly contained inPP. These separations also imply a relativization in which PP is di�erent from PSPACE,solving an open problem proposed by Angluin in [An,80], as well as relativized separationsof the lower levels of the counting hierarchy. Another consequence of the relativizationspresented is the absolute separation of log-time complexity classes.We include at the end of the article a section of conclusions and further research areas.3



2. Notation and preliminariesThe notation used in this article is the standard one in stuctural complexity theory,and when new concepts are used, a de�nition of them is included. However trying to avoidany possible confusion, we include a short summary of notation.The sets that we will considered are languages over some �xed alphabet �. For aset A � �?, jjAjj will represent the cardinality of A; and for a string x 2 �?, jxj willdenote its length. The complement of a set A will be denoted A, and its characteristicfunction �A. Easily computable pairing functions are assumed, and denoted by angularparenthesis, as in hx; yi. The marked union or join of two sets A and B is de�ned asA�B = f0x j x 2 Ag [ f1x j x 2 Bg.Our model of computation will be the multi-tape Turing machine. If M is a Turingmachine, L(M) represents the language accepted byM . IfM is a nondeterministic Turingmachine, for a pair of strings x; y, My(x) represents the computation of M on input xfollowing computation path y; if M has access to some oracle, MAy (x) represents thecomputation on x following path y and oracle A and L(M;A) represents the languageaccepted by machine M with oracle A. In some parts of this work it is assumed withoutexplicit mention that the input tape alphabet of Turing machines is f0; 1g.For a de�nition of the language classes P, NP, PSPACE, UP, LOGSPACE and theones in the polynomial time hierarchy we refer the reader to the books written on thesubject [Ba,Di,Ga,88], [Sc,85], [Wa,We,86]. PP [Gi,77] is the class of language recognizedby polynomial time nondeterministic machines that accept an input x if and only if morethan one half of all the computation paths of the machine accept x. For a language classK, PK represents the class of languages computed by a polynomial time machine withaccess to an oracle in K. Moreover, PK[(log n)] denotes the same class of languages, withthe restriction that the polynomial time machine can only make O(log n) queries to theoracle.We will also consider di�erent function classes. We will denote by FP the class ofpolynomial time computable functions and by FPA the class of functions computable inpolynomial time by a deterministic machine with access to oracle A.The polynomial time reducibilities used are the many-one reducibility (�pm), and theTuring reducibility (�pT ), whose de�nition can be seen in the mentioned books.3. The counting hierarchyAs mentioned before, the polynomial time counting hierarchy was �rst introduced byWagner [Wa,86] as a tool to classify certain combinatorial problems in which counting isinvolved. However, many problems were left open by his work; among them, many of thestructural properties of this hierarchy, such as equivalent de�nitions by oracle machines(similar to the case of the polynomial time hierarchy), closure under boolean operations,and ability to extract information from oracle sets. In this and the following section we4



address these problems, extending the work of Wagner.We �rst study closure properties of the classes in the hierarchy. We show that theydepend only on the �rst quanti�er of the string of alternating quanti�ers de�ning the class,being a class closed under complement and symmetric di�erence if its �rst quanti�er isa counting one, and closed under union and intersection if the �rst quanti�er is eitherexistential or universal. We also study the closure of the classes under \unbounded carte-sian product", an operation which is needed to obtain other characterizations of CH. Weshow that the classes that are closed under unbounded cartesian product, coincide withthe classes closed under intersection. Using these results, we also prove that for certainclasses K in CH, a deterministic oracle machine asking just one question to a set in K,can only recognize sets in K.The following de�nitions are taken from the article [Wa,86].De�nition 3.1: The polynomial counting quanti�er C, is de�ned in the following way;for a function f : �? �! IN; f 2FP, a polynomial p and a two argument predicate Q,Cpf(x) y : Q(x; y)() jjfy : jyj � p(jxj) and Q(x; y)gjj � f(x):If K is a language class, for any set A, A 2 CK if there is a function f in FP, s.t. forevery x, f(x) > 0, a polynomial p and a language B 2 K such that for any x 2 �?x 2 A() Cpf(x) y : hx; yi 2 BRecall that bounded quanti�ers have been used before to de�ne complexity classes.For example, in [Wr,77] a characterization of the polynomial time hierarchy in terms ofthe polynomially bounded existencial and universal quanti�ers 9p and 8p is given.We alternate now the polynomial counting quanti�er C with the existential and theuniversal quanti�ers in order to de�ne the counting hierarchy.De�nition 3.2: The polynomial counting hierarchy (CH) is the smallest family of languageclasses satisfying:i/ P2CHii/ If K 2CH then 9pK; 8pK and CpK 2CH.Since in this section we will talk only about quanti�ers ranging over strings of poly-nomial length, we drop the superscript p from all the quanti�ers. Also, for simplicity, Cwill denote the class CP, and the context will make clear when we talk about a quanti�erand when about a language class.The next lemma shows that the threshold function of the C quanti�er can be changedto strictly more than one half of the possible quanti�ed strings. As a consequence, the5



class C is the same as the class PP of languages accepted by probabilistic Turing machines.This fact has been observed in [Sim,75], [Wa,86].Lemma 3.3:i/ C = PPii/ For any class K in CH and any function f : IN �! IN; f 2FP CpfK � Cp(2p(n)�1+1)K.To locate CH with respect to other complexity classes, we observe the following prop-erties:Lemma 3.4: [Wa,86]a/ Every language in CH can be accepted in polynomial space.b/ PH�CHc/ For every class K in CH, 9K [ 8K � CK � 9CK \ 8CK.d/ Every class in CH is closed under �pm reducibility.e/ Every class in CH has �logm complete problems.Some easy closure properties of the classes in CH that will be used later are:Lemma 3.5: For any class K in CH, any sets L1, L2 in K and any set P1 in P:i/ L1 �L2 2 K.ii/ L1 � IN 2 K.iii/ L1 \ P1 2 K.Next we de�ne the \exact" counting quanti�er C=, which is a little di�erent than C inits de�nition, but as we will see, has very di�erent properties. This di�erence between Cand C=, will be crucial in the proof of our results. C= was also de�ned for the �rst time in[Wa,86]. In section 5 we present a relativization in which C= 6= C (considered as languageclasses).De�nition 3.6: For a function f : IN �! IN; f 2FP, a polynomial p and a two argumentpredicate Q,C=pf(x) y : Q(x; y) () jjfy : jyj � p(jxj) and Q(x; y)gjj = f(x):The de�nition of C=K for a language class K is analogous to the de�nition of CK,using the new quanti�er. Also lemma 3.5 holds for any class K in CH, and any sets L1; L2in C=K.In order to show the closure under certain boolean operations of the classes in CH,we need to prove the following results, which will be improved later in corollary 3.11.6



Lemma 3.7: For any class K in CH,i/ 9CK � 9C=K.ii/ CCK � CC=K.iii/ C=CK � C=C=K.iv/ C=K � CK 4CK.Proof: i/: Let K be a class in CH and L a set in 9CK. There is a function f in FP anda set A 2 K such that for every x 2 �?x 2 L() 9yCf(x;y) z : hx; y; zi 2 A() 9y9vC=f(x;y) z : [hx; y; zi 2 A and v � z]ii/ and iii/: Analogous to i/.iv/: Let K be a class in CH and L a set in C=K. There is a function f in FP and aset A 2 K such that for every x 2 �?x 2 L() C=f(x) y : hx; yi 2 ALet L1 = fx : Cf(x) y : hx; yi 2 Ag and L2 = fx : Cf(x)+1 y : hx; yi 2 Ag.L1 and L2 are in CK and L = L14 L2. utWe will improve the above result in corollary 3.11 after proving certain boolean prop-erties of the classes in CH.In [Wa,86] it is mentioned that the class C= is closed under intersection. This can beextended to any class starting by the C= quanti�er and to a certain kind of unboundedintersection, the unbounded cartesian product. This extension will be necessary for theoracle characterization of CH in the next section.De�nition 3.8: For any set L de�ne the unbounded cartesian product of L, L�, as theset L� = fhx1; x2; : : : ; xki : î xi 2 LgTheorem 3.9: For any class K in CH, C=K is closed under unbounded cartesian product.Proof: Let L be a set in C=K. There is a set A in K, a function f in FP , and a polynomialp such that for any x 2 �? f(x) < 2p(jxj) andx 2 L() C=f(x) y; jyj � p(jxj) : hx; yi 2 AGiven a sequence of strings hx1; x2; : : : ; xki let m = maxfjx1j; : : : jxkjg, and de�neg(x1; : : : xk) = f(x1) + f(x2)2p(m)+1 + f(x3)22p(m)+2 + : : :+ f(xk)2(k�1)(p(m)+1).7



Notice that from g(x1; : : : xk) it is possible to recover the unique values of f(x1) : : : f(xk).hx1; x2; : : : ; xki 2 L� ()()C=f(x1) y1; jy1j � p(jx1j); hx; y1i 2 A ^ : : : ^C=f(xk) yk; jykj � p(jxkj); hxk ; yki 2 A()C=g(x1;x2:::xk) hz1; z2; z3i ( there exists an i such that z1 = xi and jz2j � p(jxij)and hxi; z2i 2 A and jz3j = (i � 1)(p(m) + 1):This is true because we have multiplied the witnesses of xi 2 L in such a way thatthere must be exactly f(xi)2(i�1)(p(m)+1) of them for every xi. It followshx1; x2; : : : ; xki 2 L� ()C=g(x1;x2;:::;xk) hz1; z2; z3i : hz1; z2; z3i 2 A0being A0 in K, which implies L� 2 C=K. utWe prove now the main result of this section.Theorem 3.10: Let K be the class in CH characterized by the quanti�ers Q1Q2 : : : Qki/ If Q1 is either 9 or 8 then the class K is closed under intersection and union.ii/ If Q1 is C then the class K is closed under complement and symmetric di�erence.iii/ If Q1 is 9 (8) then co-K � 8K (co-K � 9K).(Fact iii/ is a technical property needed for the proof of the rest of the theorem.)Proof: The proof is by induction over k, the minimumnumber of quanti�ers characterizingthe class K. It is divided in di�erent cases, in order to cover all types of quanti�ers.Induction basis: k = 1i/ If Q1 is either 9 or 8 then trivially K is closed under intersection and union.ii/ If Q1 is C thenK is closed under complement [Gi,77], andK is closed under symmetric di�erence [Ru,85].iii/ If Q1 is 9 then co-K = �1 and trivially �1 � �2. If Q1 is 8 then co-K = �1 andtrivially �1 � �2.Induction step: k) k + 1Let K be in CH, K = Q1K 0 = Q1Q2K 00, (if Q1 is either 9 or 8 then Q1 6= Q2.)i/ Q1 is 9Intersection.a/ Q2 is 8K is the class 98K 00 with K 00 in CH and characterized by k � 1 quanti�ers. LetL1 and L2 be two sets in K. There are two sets B1; B2 in 8K 00, and a polynomialp such that for i = 1; 2 and for any x 2 �?x 2 Li () 9y jyj = p(jxj) and hx; yi 2 Bi8



x 2 L1 \ L2 () 9hy1; y2i : (hx; y1i; hx; y2i) 2 (B1 � IN) \ (IN �B2) (1)By lemma 3.5, (B1 � IN); (IN �B2) 2 8K 00; by induction hypothesis (B1 � IN) \(IN�B2) 2 8K 00, and L1\L2 2 98K 00. A similar argument works for K = 89K 00.b/ Q2 is CThere are two sets B1; B2 in CK 00 satisfying the above formula (1). By lemma 3.7these two sets can be substituted by two new onesD1;D2 in C=K 00, and combining(the C= version of) lemma 3.5 and lemma 3.9, (D1 � IN) \ (IN�D2) 2 C=K 00. Bythe third part of lemma 3.7 (D1 � IN) \ (IN �D2) is in the symmetric di�erenceof two sets in CK 00 which by induction hypothesis is in CK 00. It follows thatL1 \ L2 2 9CK 00.Union.a/ Q2 is 8The proof is completely analogous to the intersection case.b/ Q2 is CLet B1; B2 be the sets in CK 00 de�ned in the intersection case. For every x 2 �?x 2 L1[L2 () 9hy1; y2; ai : a 2 f0; 1g and a(hx; y1i; hx; y2i) 2 (B1�IN)�(IN�B2)by lemma 3.5, (B1 � IN)� (IN �B2) 2 CK 00 and L1 [ L2 2 9CK 00.If Q1 is 8 then the proof follows from the above 9-case using the complementaryclasses; for example for the intersection, if we have two sets L1 and L2 in 8K 0, then L1and L2 are in 9co-K 0 and L1 [ L2 2 9co-K 0. L1 \ L2 = L1 [ L2 2 8K 0. The union case isanalogous.ii/ Q1 is CComplement.Let L be a set in CK. There is a set A in K 0, a function f in FP and a polynomialp, such that for any x 2 �?x 2 L() :(Cf(x) y jyj = p(jxj) : hx; yi 2 A (2)() C2p(jxj)�f(x) y jyj = p(jxj) : hx; yi 62 Aa/ Q2 is 8The set A in the above formula is in 8K 00. There is a set B in K 00 such thatx 2 L() C2p(jxj)�f(x) y jyj = p(jxj) 9z : hx; y; zi 62 B() C2p(jxj)�f(x) hy; zi : [hx; y; zi 62 B and 8z0(z0 < z ) hx; y; z0i 2 B)]() C2p(jxj)�f(x) hy; zi : hx; y; zi 2 (B \D)being D a set in 8K 00. B 2 8K 00 (by fact iii/ if K 00 = 9K 000, or by fact ii/ ifK 00 = CK 000). By induction hypothesis B \D 2 8K 00, and then L 2 C8K 00. Wehave shown co-C8K 00 � C8K 00 It follows co-C8K 00 = C8K 00.b/ Q2 is 9 9



co-C9 = C9 since co-C9K 00 = Cco-9K 00 = C8co-K 00 =co-(C8co-K 00) = C9K 00.c/ Q2 is CIn this case, set A in (2) is in the class CK 00 which by hypothesis is closed undercomplement.Symmetric di�erence.Let L1; L2 be two sets in CK 0. By lemma 3.3 we can change the threshold of the �rstquanti�er to be more than half of the possible strings. There are two sets B1; B2 inK 0 and a polynomial p such that for any x 2 �?x 2 Li () C2p(jxj)�1+1 y jyj = p(jxj) : hx; yi 2 BiFollowing the same idea as in Russo's proof that PP is closed under symmetric di�er-ence [Ru,85], let x 2 �?, and let a1 and a2 be the two integers (not necesarily positive)such that jjfyi : hx; yii 2 Bigjj = 2p(n)�1 + aiLett = jjfhy1; y2i : [(hx; y1i 2 B1 and hx; y2i 62 B2) or (hx; y1i 62 B1 and hx; y2i 2 B2)]jjt = (2p(n)�1 + a1)(2p(n)�1 � a2) + (2p(n)�1 � a1)(2p(n)�1 + a2) = 2p(n)�1� 2a1a2If x 2 L14L2 then either (a1 � 1 and a2 < 1) or (a1 < 1 and a2 � 1). In both casest � 22p(n)�1.If x 62 L1 4 L2 then either (a1 � 1 and a2 � 1) or (a1 < 1 and a2 < 1), and in bothcases t < 22p(n)�1. Thereforex 2 L14L2 () C22p(jxj)�1+1 hy1; y2i : [(hx; y1i 2 B1 and hx; y2i 62 B2)or (hx; y1i 62 B1 and hx; y2i 2 B2)]() C22p(jxj)�1+1 hy1; y2i : (hx; y1i; hx; y2i) 2 (B1 � IN)4 (IN �B2)(3)a/ Q2 is 9The above sets Bi are then in the class 9K 00. There are two sets D1;D2 in K 00such thatx 2 L14L2 () C22p(jxj)�1+1 hy1; y2i : [9z : (hx; y1; zi 2 D1 or hx; y2; zi 2 D2)and (8z1; z2 : hx; y1; z1i 62 D1 or hx; y2; z2i 62 D2)]() C22p(jxj)�1+1 hy1; y2; zi : [(hx; y1; zi 2 D1 or hx; y2; zi 2 D2)and (8z1; z2 : hx; y1; z1i 62 D1 or hx; y2; z2i 62 D2)and (8z0 : z0 < z ) (hx; y1; z0i 62 D1 and hx; y2; z0i 62 D2))]It follows that L1 4 L2 2 C8co-K 00. As we have seen this class is closed undercomplements and L14 L2 2co-(C8co-K 00) = C9K 00.10



b/ Q2 is CBy lemma 3.5,the sets (B1�IN) and (IN�B2) in (3) are in CK 00 and by inductionhypothesis the symmetric di�erence of these sets is inCK 00 and L14L2 2 CCK 00.iii/ Q1 is 9 (8)a/ Q2 is 8 (9)K is the class 9K 0 and K 0 = 8K 00, by induction hypothesis co-K 0 � 9K 0 andtherefore co-K = 8co-K 0 � 89K 0 = 8K.b/ Q2 is CBy induction hypothesis K 0 =co-K 0. Therefore co-K 0 � K 0 � 8K 0. utLater we will need a stronger version of part ii/ of the theorem; for any class K inCH, 9K and 8K are closed under unbounded cartesian product. The proof of this fact isanalogous to the above one.Corollary 3.11: For any class K in CHi/ 9CK = 9C=K.ii/ CCK = CC=K.iii/ C=CK = C=C=K.iv/ C=K � CK.The next result shows that it is not likely that the classes starting with quanti�er Care closed under unbounded cartesian product. As mentioned before, for a language classK, PK[O(log n)] denotes the class of languages accepted by a polynomial time deterministicmachine that queries an oracle in K at most a logarithmic number of times.Theorem 3.12: For any class K in CH, if CK is closed under unbounded cartesianproduct, then CK =PCK[O(log n)].Proof: The inclusion from left to right is straightforward, for the other one, let K be aclass in CH, and L 2PCK[O(log n)] via a polynomial time deterministic Turing machine Mquering at the most c log n times an oracle A 2 CK. For a given input x, we can encodethe oracle answers from A on the computation of M , by a string of c log(jxj) bits y.x 2 L()9y; jyj � c log(jxj)(My(x) ^ f1(x; y) 2 A�A ^ f2(x; y) 2 A�A : : : fjyj(x; y) 2 A�A)where My(x) means that M accepts x, following the oracle answers encoded in y, andfi(x; y) = hw; ai being w the i-th query that M on input x and following y makes to theoracle, and a the i-th bit of y. We can write the above expression asx 2 L() 9y; jyj � c log(jxj)(My (x) ^ hf1(x; y); f2(x; y); : : : ; fjyj(x; y)i 2 (A �A)�)11



denote hf1(x; y); f2(x; y); : : : ; fjyj(x; y)i by h(x; y), and (A �A)� by B. By the closure ofCK under complements, unbounded cartesian product (hypothesis) and intersection withpolynomial time predicates, the set B belongs to CK, andx 2 L() 9y; jyj � c log(jxj); My(x) ^ h(x; y) 2 BSince the y in the quanti�er has logarithmic length, we can avoid it by writing explicitelyall the strings of this length.x 62 L() hh(x; y0); h(x; y1); : : : ; h(x; yjxjc)i 62 (B)�Being yi the i-th string of length � c log(jxj) in lexicographical order. Using againthat CK is closed under complements and the hypothesis, it follows that L 2 CK andPCK[O(log n)] � CK. utAnother consequence of theorem 3.10 is that deterministic polynomial time oracleTuring machines that can make just one question to an oracle in a CH class whose char-acterization starts with the counting quanti�er, can only recognize those languages in theclass.Corollary 3.13: For any class K in CH, PCK[1] = CK.Proof: The inclusion from left to right is straightforward; for the converse, let A be am-complete set in CK, [Wa,86]. It is clear that for any language L in PCK[1], L �pm A�A.By the closure of CK under complements and m-reducibility, L 2 CK. ut4. Characterizing the counting hierarchy with oraclesIn this section, we show that the counting hierarchy coincides with the hierarchyobtained by iterating nondeterministic and probabilistic machines with oracles; We unifyboth concepts by giving an oracle characterization of the hierarchy, similar to the oraclecharacterization of the polynomial time hierarchy; the di�erence is that here instead ofusing only nondeterministic Turing machines, we also use probabilistic machines. Thischaracterization extends a result from [Wa,86] where it is shown that for any class �pk inPH, PP�pk = C�pk.Theorem 4.1: For any class K in CH,i/ PPK = CK.ii/ NP9K =NP8K = 98K and NPCK = 9CK.Statement ii/ is divided in two cases depending of the quanti�er characterization of theclass in the oracle. 12



Proof: We prove i/, we will see later that the proof of ii/ is completely analogous.� : Straightforward.� : Let K be a class in CH, K = Q1K 0, being Q1 the �rst quanti�er characterizing theclass, and K 0 in CH.Let L be a set in PPK . There is a probabilistic Turing machine M , a polynomial pbounding the computation time of M , and a set A in K such that L = L(M;A). For everyx 2 �?, x 2 L() C2p(jxj)�1+1 y : MAy (x) acceptsa/ Q1 is 9Let B1 be the setB1 = f hx; y; (q1 ; z1) : : : (qk; zk); qk+1; : : : ; qmi :(?) m < p(jxj) andM with input x, following computation path y, asks all questionsqi in the list (not neccessarily in the same order), and answering them \yes" ifi � k and \no" if i > k, M accepts, and(??) for i = 1 : : : k; qi 2 A and zi is the smallest string witnessing this fact, and(? ? ?) for i = k + 1 : : : m; qi 2 A gWe claim that B1 2 8co-K 0. Since for every x and for every y such that MAy (x)accepts, there is exactly one string v such that hx; y; vi 2 B1, it is clear thatx 2 L() C2p(jxj)�1+1 w : hx;wi 2 B1It is only left to show that B1 2 8co-K 0. (?) can be checked in polynomial time.Since A is in 8co-K 0 and this class is closed under unbounded cartesian product,(? ? ?) is a predicate in 8co-K 0. Condition (??) can be writtenfor i = 1 : : : k [hqi; zii 2 D and 8z : (z < zi ) hqi; zi 62 D)]being D a set in K 0. By theorem 3.10, the predicate between [ ] is in 8co-K 0.Condition (??) is therefore an unbounded cartesian product of predicates in 8co-K 0, and by theorem 3.10 it is a predicate in 8co-K 0 and B1 2 8co-K 0.We have shown PP9K0 � C8co-K 0, but by theorem 3.10, C8co-K 0 = C9K 0 =CK.b/ Q1 is C.The set A is in the class CK 0. By theorem 3.10 and lemma 3.5, the set A�A is alsoin CK 0, and there is a function f 2PF and a set D 2 K 0 such that for every u 2 �?;u 2 A �A() Cf(u) v : hu; vi 2 DLet B2 be the setB2 = f hx; y; (q1 ; a1; z1) : : : (qm; am; zm)i :13



(?) m < p(jxj) andM with input x, following computation path y, asks all questionsqi in the list (not neccessarily in the same order), and answering them \yes" ifai = 0 and \no" if ai = 1, M accepts, and(??) for i = 1 : : : k qiai 2 A�A and hqiai; zii 2 D and there are exactly f(qi) stringsz0i, greater than or equal to zi, such that hqiai; z0ii 2 D gWe claim that B2 2 C=K 0. Again, since for every x and for every y such that MAy (x)accepts, there is exactly one string v such that hx; y; vi 2 B2,x 2 L() C2p(jxj)�1+1 w : hx;wi 2 B2and it is left to show that B2 2 C=K 0. (?) is a predicate that can be checked inpolynomial time and condition (??) can be written in the following wayfor i = 1 : : : m [hqiai; zii 2 D and C=f(qi) z0i : (zi � z0i and hqiai; zii 2 D)and hqiai; z0ii 2 D](??) is therefore an unbounded cartesian product of predicates in C=K 0 and by theorem3.9, it is a predicate in C=K 0. It follows that B2 2 C=K 0 and PPCK0 � CC=K 0. But bycorollary 3.11, CC=K 0 � CCK 0 = CK.ii/ The proof is completely analogous to the one above being 1 instead of 2p(jxj)�1 + 1the threshold of the machine. utObserve that from the above proof it can also be derived that every language recog-nized by nondeterministic or probabilistic oracle machines, with an oracle in CH, can bedecided by a machine of the same type, quering the oracle just once.5. SeparationsIn this section we try to show that the containments between the classes in the studiedlanguage hierarchy are strict. Absolute separations are very hard to accomplish, since theywould immediately imply P6=PSPACE, solving a long time standing open problem. A moremodest approach is to try to �nd relativized separations. These relativized separations arestill important for di�erent reasons: One of them is that these separations, together withthe relativization in which PSPACE is used as oracle (forcing all the classes in CH tocollapse together), show that there are contradictory relativizations for this classes, givingstronger evidence that the absolute separation problem is very hard. Quoting Hartmanis,\...the proof that a problem can be relativized in two contradictory ways serves today intheoretical computer science almost the same role as proving a problem NP hard in thestudy of algorithms. If a problem is NP hard, we are very unlikely to solve it in reasonabletime su�ciently big instances of this problem. Similarly, the contradictory relativization14



(of a su�ciently \rich" problem) is good indication that it can not be solved with ourcurrent mathematical techniques" [Har,87]. Another reason for the importance of therelativized separations of the classes in CH, is that they provide absolute separations forthe corresponding classes in the logarithmic time counting hierarchy [To,88a].We introduce a new technique based on counting the number of accepting computa-tions of the machines over which we diagonalize. Lemma 5.4 is the main result in whichour constructions are based; we try to motivate it with the example of the separation ofNP from C=. Apart from this mentioned separation we also separate �P from PP, and NPfrom�P, (�P is the class \parity" of languages recognized by nondeterministic polynomialtime machines with an even number of computation paths for words in the language, andan odd number of accepting paths for words that are not in the language). Using theknown inclusions between these classes we are able to prove other results, separating thelower levels of CH. As a consequence we obtain absolute separations for the lower levels ofthe logarithmic time counting hierarchy.Although there are several references in the literature of relativizations separatingcounting classes from classes in the polynomial time hierarchy, [An,80], [Ya,85], [H�as,86],to our knowledge these are the �rst relativizations separating counting classes from othercounting classes. In [Be,Gi,81] it was claimed that �PA 6�PPA for a random oracle A, butthe proof of this result was incorrect.We start separating NP from C=.LetM1;M2 : : : be an enumeration of all the probabilistic Turing machines, and p1; p2 : : :an enumeration of the polynomials. W.l.o.g. we can suppose that for every k, Mk hascomputation time bounded by pk.Theorem 5.1: There is an oracle A such that NPA 6� C=A.Proof: For every set A, de�ne LA = f0n : 9w(jwj = n and w 2 A)g clearly, for every setA;LA 2 NPA. We construct in stages a set A such that LA 62 C=A.Stage 0. A0 := ;;n0 := 0.Stage s. Let ns be the smallest integer such thatns > ns�1ns > maxfpi(ns�1) : i < sg2ns > ps(ns)(?) As := As�1 [ B; being B � �ns; such that B 6= ; () 0ns 62 L(Ms; As�1 [B);(Here, for a string x and an oracle B, x 2 L(Ms; B) means that machine Ms hasexactly th accepting computation paths for this input, being th the threshold of the machinefor input x.) 15



Let A = Ss As. It is clear, following the same ideas as in [Ba,Gi,So,75], that if weprove the existence of set B in (?), then the set LA is not in C=A. In the following, weshow that the set B in (?) always exists.Notation: QBa1;:::;ak;(b1;:::;bl) denotes the number of accepting paths from Ms with oracleAs�1 [ B and input 0ns , in which all the words a1 : : : ak are queried, and none of thewords b1 : : : bl is queried to the oracle. For example, Qw1;w3w1;w2;(w3;w4) denotes the number ofaccepting paths from Ms with oracle As�1 [ fw1; w3g and input 0ns , in which the wordsw1 and w2 are queried, and none of the words w3; w4 are queried to the oracle. Noticethat we have omitted the \f's" from the set notation, from the superscript of the Q. Alsoobserve that if a word is not queried, it doesn't make any di�erence if we drop it into, ortake it away from the oracle, for example, the above expression Qw1;w3w1;w2;(w3;w4) is equivalentto Qw1w1;w2;(w3;w4)The following lemma is needed for proving the result. We omit the proof since it isstraightforward. It just says that we can decompose the set of accepting computationsquering w1 : : : wk into two: those that query also wk+1 and those that do not.Lemma 5.2: For any set B and any k+1 words w1; : : : wk+1 2 �ns the following equalityholds: QBw1;:::wk = QBw1;:::wk;wk+1 +QBw1;:::wk;(wk+1)(Sometimes we will use the above equality in the form QBw1;:::wk;wk+1 = QBw1;:::wk;(wk+1) �QBw1;:::wk which should not create any confussion).In order to operate in a concise form, the de�ned Q-expressions representing thenumber of accepting paths with di�erent oracles, will be grouped into a combinatorialformula. The motivation for this is presented with more detail in [To,88a].Notation: For any B;D � �ns , with B \D = ;;JBD = kDkXi=0(�1)i XA�DkAk=i QB[ADThis formalism is needed for our proofs since otherwise using only the \Q's", we wouldhave to carry very long symbol strings.We introduce now the main lemma in this section, that would enable us to prove theexistence of the oracles separating the classes.Lemma 5.3: For any sequence of words w1; : : : ; wk; wk+1 in �ns, and any set B � �ns,with B \ fw1; : : : ; wk; wk+1g = ;JB[fwk+1gw1:::wk = JBw1:::wk � JBw1:::wk;wk+116



Proof: For the proof, �rst we decompose the J 's into Q's following the de�nition, andthen manipulate the Q's either decomposing them into two by lemma 5.2, or deleting fromthe oracle some words that are not queried.Let D = fw1 : : : wkg.JB[fwk+1gD = kXi=0(�1)i XA�DkAk=i QB[fwk+1g[Aw1:::wk= kXi=0(�1)i XA�DkAk=i (QB[fwk+1g[Aw1:::wk;wk+1 +QB[fwk+1g[Aw1:::wk(wk+1))= kXi=0(�1)i XA�DkAk=i (QB[fwk+1g[Aw1:::wk;wk+1 +QB[Aw1:::wk(wk+1))= kXi=0(�1)i XA�DkAk=i (QB[fwk+1g[Aw1:::wk+1 +QB[Aw1:::wk �QB[Aw1:::wk+1)= kXi=0((�1)i XA�DkAk=i QB[Aw1:::wk) + kXi=0(�1)i XA�DkAk=i (QB[fwk+1g[Aw1:::wk+1 �QB[Aw1:::wk+1)= JBD + kXi=0(�1)i( XA�D[fwk+1gkAk=i+1 QB[Aw1:::wk+1 � XA�DkAk=i+1 QB[Aw1:::wk+1 � XA�DkAk=i QB[Aw1:::wk+1)= JBD + kXi=0((�1)i( XA�D[fwk+1gkAk=i+1 QB[Aw1:::wk+1) �QBw1:::wk+1 (3)= JBD � k+1Xi=1((�1)i( XA�D[fwk+1gkAk=i QB[Aw1:::wk+1)�QBw1:::wk+1= JBD � JBD[fwk+1gMaybe the step taken to obtain the expression in (3) needs some clari�cation. Observethat in the expression before (3), the two last sums only di�er in the size of k A k. Sincethese sums are part of another sum and are multiplied by (�1)i, the terms cancel, the sum\telescopes", remaining only QBw1:::wk+1 and(�1)k XA�DkAk=k+1 QB[Aw1:::wk+117



but this last term is 0 since jjDjj = k. utLemma 5.4: For s � 1, if for every set R � �ns; it is true that0ns 2 L(Ms; As�1 [R)() R 6= ;then for any nonempty sequence of words w1 : : : wk in �ns , and any oracle B, with B 6= ;,B 6= �ns and fw1 : : : wkg \ B = ;, it holds that JBw1:::wk = 0. Moreover, J;w1:::wk = J;w1 =Q; � thProof: By hypothesis, and using the de�nition of J , for every set B 6= ;, JB = QB = th.By lemma 5.3 JBw1:::wk+1 = JBw1:::wk � JB[fwk+1gw1:::wkWe prove the �rst claim by induction on k.For k = 1, JBw1 = JB � JB[fw1g = th� th = 0For k > 1, JBw1:::wk = JBw1:::wk�1�JB[fwkgw1:::wk�1 where by induction hypothesis both termsare 0.The second claim is proved also by induction on k.For k=1,J;w1 = Q;w1 �Qw1w1 = Q; �Q;(w1) �Qw1 +Qw1(w1) = Q; �Qw1 = Q; � thFor k > 1, J;w1:::wk = J;w1:::wk�1 � Jwkw1:::wk�1 , but by the �rst part of the result,Jwkw1:::wk�1 = 0. By induction hypothesis J;w1:::wk�1 = J;w1 . Thus J;w1:::wk = J;w1. utNow we are ready to prove the existence of the set B in (?).Lemma 5.5: For every s � 1 there is a set B � �ns, such that B 6= ; () 0ns 62L(Ms; As�1 [B).Proof: Let th be the threshold of the machine for input 0ns. Suppose that the mentionedset B does not exist, then for every set B � �ns ; B 6= ;; QB = th. We are in the hypothesisof lemma 5.4.Let p = pns(ns). Since the running time of Ms on input 0ns is bounded by p, themachine can make at the most p queries to the oracle on every computation path, andtherefore J;w1:::wp+1 = 0. (Recall that J;w1:::wp+1 is a sum of computation paths in whichall words w1 : : : wp+1 are queried).On the other hand, by lemma 5.4, J;w1:::wp+1 = J;w1 = Q;�th. It follows that Q; = th,which contradicts the hypothesis since 0ns 62 L(Ms; As�1). utCorollary 5.6: There is an oracle A such that C=A 6= CAProof: Straightforward from the above separation, considering that the proof of NP� Crelativizes. utCorollary 5.7: There is an oracle A such that C=A is not closed under complements.18



Proof: Follows from theorem 4.1 and the fact that co-NP is included in C=, and the proofrelativizes. utWe present now separations dealing with the class �P (parity). This class was de�nedin [Pa,Za,83]. Recently some results have appeared separating this class from the polyno-mial time hierarchy [Fu,Sa,Si,84], [Ya,85], [H�as,86]. We show relativizations separating PPand �P. As a consequence, these results will imply separations in the lower levels of PH.De�nition 5.8: �P=fL � �? : there is a nondeterministic polynomial time machinerecognizing L with an even number of accepting computation paths for input strings in L,and an odd number of accepting computation paths for input strings in Lg.We present now an oracle separating NP from �P.Theorem 5.9: There is an oracle A such that NPA 6� �PA.Let M1;M2 : : : be an enumeration of all the nondeterministic Turing machines, andp1; p2 : : : an enumeration of the polynomials. W.l.o.g. we can suppose that for every k,Mk has computation time bounded by pk.For every set A, de�ne LA = f0n : 9wjwj = n and w 2 Ag: Clearly, for every setA;LA 2NPA. We construct in stages a set A such that LA 62 �PA.Stage 0. A0 := ;;n0 := 0.Stage s. Let ns be the smallest integer such thatns > ns�1ns > maxfpi(ns�1) : i < sg2ns > ps(ns)(??) As := As�1 [ B; being B � �ns; such that B 6= ; () 0ns 62 L(Ms; As�1 [B);Let A = Ss As. Observe that since we are trying to diagonalize away from parity,the expression 0ns 62 L(Ms; As�1 [ B) means that machine Ms on input 0ns, and oracleAs�1 [B has an odd number of computation paths. It should be clear that if we manageto prove the existence of set B in (??), then the set LA cannot be in �PA. In the following,we show that the set B in (??) always exists, we will make use of lemma 5.3.Lemma 5.10: For s � 1, if for every set R � �ns ; it is true that0ns 2 L(Ms; As�1 [R)() R 6= ;then for any nonempty sequence of words w1 : : : wk in �ns , and any oracle B, with B 6= ;,B 6= �ns and fw1 : : : wkg\B = ;, it holds that JBw1:::wk is even. Moreover, J;w1:::wk is odd.Proof: By the de�nition of acceptance of Ms and the hypothesis, for every set B, B 6= ;,19



JB is even, and by lemma 5.3JBw1:::wk+1 = JBw1:::wk � JB[fwk+1gw1:::wkWe prove the �rst claim by induction on k.For k = 1, JBw1 = JB � JB[fw1g, since JB and JB[fw1g are even, so is JBw1.For k > 1, JBw1:::wk = JBw1:::wk�1 � JB[fwkgw1:::wk�1 , and by induction hypothesis, bothmembers of the right hand side of the equation are even.The second claim is proved also by induction on k.For k = 1, J;w1 = J; � Jw1. J; is odd by hypothesis and Jw1 is even by the �rst partof the result.For k > 1, J;w1:::wk = J;w1:::wk�1 � Jwkw1:::wk�1 , but by the �rst part of the result,Jwkw1:::wk�1 is even. By induction hypothesis J;w1:::wk�1 is odd, and it follows that J;w1:::wkis also odd. utNow we are ready to prove the existence of set B in (??).Lemma 5.11: For every s � 1 there is a set B � �ns; such that B 6= ; () 0ns 62L(Ms; As�1 [B).Proof: Suppose that the mentioned set B does not exist, then we are in the hypothesisof lemma 5.10.Let p = pns(ns). Since the running time of Ms on input 0ns is bounded by p, themachine can make at most p queries to the oracle on each computation path, and thereforeJ;w1:::wp+1 = 0.On the other hand, by lemma 5.10, J;w1:::wp+1 is odd. This is a contradiction and itfollows that the mentioned set B always exists. utCorollary 5.12: There is an oracle A such that PPA 6� �PA.Proof: Straightforward considering that the proof of NP�PP relativizes. utWe present now the last separation, this time separating �P from PP. This result willbring as a consequence the separation of di�erent classes in the counting hierarchy.Theorem 5.13: There is an oracle A such that �PA 6�PPA.LetM1;M2 : : : be an enumeration of all the probabilistic Turing machines, and p1; p2 : : :an enumeration of the polynomials. W.l.o.g. we can suppose that for every k, Mk hascomputation time bounded by pk.For every set A, de�ne LA = f0n : jjA \ �njj is eveng. Clearly, for every set A;LA 2�PA. We construct in stages a set A such that LA 62 CA.20



Stage 0. A0 := ;;n0 := 0.Stage s. Let ns be the smallest integer such thatns > ns�1ns > maxfpi(ns�1) : i < sg2ns > ps(ns)(? ? ?) As := As�1 [ B; being B � �ns; such that 0ns 2 L(Ms; As�1 [B)() jjBjj is odd;Let A = Ss As. In the following, we show that the set B in (? ? ?) always exists, whichimplies that LA 62PPA.Lemma 5.14: For s � 1, if for every set R � �ns ; it is true that0ns 2 L(Ms; As�1 [R)() jjRjj is eventhen for any nonempty sequence of words w1 : : : wk in �ns , and any oracle B, with B 6= �nsand fw1 : : : wkg \ B = ;, it holds that JBw1:::wk 6= 0. More precisely, if jjBjj is even thenJBw1:::wk > 0 and if jjBjj is odd then JBw1:::wk < 0.Proof: By the de�nition of acceptance of Ms and the hypothesis, for every set B, jjBjj iseven () JB � th, and by lemma 5.3JBw1:::wk+1 = JBw1:::wk � JB[fwk+1gw1:::wkBy induction on k. (Suppose jjBjj is even, the odd case is analogous.)For k = 1, JBw1 = JB�JB[fw1g, since JB � th and JB[fw1g < th, we obtain JBw1 > 0.For k > 1, JBw1:::wk = JBw1:::wk�1 �JB[fwkgw1:::wk�1 , and by induction hypothesis JBw1:::wk�1 >0 and JB[fwkgw1:::wk�1 < 0. It follows that JBw1:::wk > 0. utNow we are ready to prove the existence of set B in (? ? ?).Lemma 5.15: For every s > 1 there is a set B � �ns, such that0ns 2 L(Ms; As�1 [ B)() jjBjj is oddProof: Let th be the threshold of the machine for input 0ns. Suppose that the mentionedset B does not exist, then we are in the hypothesis of lemma 5.14.Let p = pns(ns). Since the running time of Ms on input 0ns is bounded by p, themachine can make at most p queries to the oracle on each computation path, and thereforeJ;w1:::wp+1 = 0.On the other hand, by lemma 5.14, J;w1:::wp+1 > 0. This is a contradiction and itfollows that the mentioned set B always exists. utCorollary 5.16: There is an oracle A such that 9CA 6= CA and 8CA 6= CA.21



In [To,88a] a counting hierarchy of classes operating in logarithmic time has beende�ned. It is not hard to prove that the above relativized separations imply absoluteseparations for the lower levels of the logarithmic time counting hierarchy.6. Conclusions and further research areasOur work has been motivated by the study of a hierarchy connected with the ideaof counting: the polynomial time counting hierarchy. We have studied the closure ofthe classes in CH under boolean operations and unbounded cartesian product, showingthat for these properties, this hierarchy behaves in a di�erent way as PH. Using theseresults we have given an oracle characterization of CH, parallel to the one existing for thepolynomial time hierarchy, closing an open problem and unifying concepts. From the oraclecharacterization of CH, follows also that probabilistic oracle machines can be simmulatedby machines of the same type querying a new oracle once at the most on every computationpath.Finally in section 5, we have separated some of the studied classes. Three relativiza-tions have been given, separating NP from C=, NP from �P, and �P from PP. Theserelativizations provoke other separations, such as C= from C, 9C and 8C from C, etc., aswell as some other classes related with the closure under boolean operations of the countingclasses. The relativized separations for the classes in CH imply absolute separations forthe corresponding logarithmic time classes, and thus, we have separated the lower levelsof the logarithmic time counting hierarchy.Although we have obtained many new results, solving some open problems, thereare still several questions connected with the counting hierarchies, that remain open. Inthe following we give a list of some of these questions. We will not include in this listobvious open problems of type P ?= PP or NP ?= PP, which we believe are still far frombeing solved; we will concentrate more in problems that apparently can be solved with theexisting techniques of structural complexity theory (or at least they do not seem so far asthe ones mentioned in the �rst place).If the class NP is closed under complements then the polynomial hierarchy collapses;does the counting hierarchy collapse if PP is closed under intersection? Observe that intheorem 3.12 we have shown a collapse of the class PPP[(logn)] to PP in case PP is closedunder unbounded cartesian product, a certain kind of unbounded intersection.Recently, Toda [Tod,89] has obtained a remarkable result showing that PH�PPP. Thisimplies that if C is included in PH, then the polynomial time hierarchy collapses. Is thisfact also true if C= �PH?The obvious open problem related with the last section is to know if there is anoracle separating every classes in the counting hierarchy, in analogy with the result for PH[Ya,85], [H�as,86], [Ko,87]. This question is closely related to the existence of exponentiallower bounds for constant depth circuits made of threshold gates, and seems to need newtechniques. Nevertheless there are interesting relativization questions that still remain22
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